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KITSAP COUNTY 
Request for Proposal 2021-129 

Purchasing Department 
619 Division St., 4th Floor 
Port Orchard, WA 98366 

 
Addendum No. 1 

Phone: 360.337.4788 
Email: 

purchasing@co.kitsap.wa.us 
  

 
TO:  All Respondents 
 
FROM:  Glen McNeill 
 
CLOSING DATE: August 20, 2021 at 3:00PM (Changed) 
                                         Updated from: August 16, 2021 
 
REF NO.:  2021-129  Incarcerated Persons Communication Services  
  
 
DATE:  July 29, 2021 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
  Question 1.  Please provide several recent commission reports for the 

Facilities, showing calls, minutes, and revenue (or at minimum calls and minutes). 
This data is necessary to estimate costs and potential revenues. The current vendor 
has access to this information, so distributing the information to other vendors in a 
timely fashion will ensure a level playing field for all bidders.  

 
Answer: Attached are the reports for tablet and video commissions for 2021. 

We have requested reports related to the phone system which we will 
provide when received.  There is no information regarding the Juvenile 
Detention Facility. 
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Request for Proposal 2021-129 
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619 Division St., 4th Floor 
Port Orchard, WA 98366 

 
Addendum No. 1 

Phone: 360.337.4788 
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purchasing@co.kitsap.wa.us 
   

Question 2.   In order to help us evaluate call volumes and recognize additional revenue potential, 
it is very helpful to have the rates currently being charged to called parties under the 
current contract. Please provide the following information:  

 

Call Category Rate for 
First Minute 

Rate for Each 
Additional Minute 

LOCAL – Collect   
INTRALATA – Collect   
INTERLATA – Collect   
INTERSTATE – Collect   
LOCAL – Debit   
INTRALATA – Debit   
INTERLATA – Debit   
INTERSTATE - Debit   
International - Debit   
LOCAL – PrePaid Collect   
INTRALATA – PrePaid 
Collect 

  

INTERLATA – PrePaid 
Collect 

  

INTERSTATE – PrePaid 
Collect 

  

 
Answer: See contracts and amendments provided. There is no information 

regarding the Juvenile Detention Facility. 
 
Question 3.  Does the current vendor offer any alternate calling types, such as Advance Pay, 

PayNow or Text-to-Connect? If so, what are the rates and fees charged for these 
calls? 

 
Answer: See contracts and amendments provided.  
 

Question 4. Please outline the fees that are being charged to end-users: 
a. Bill Statement Fee 
b. PrePaid Account Funding Fee via Web 
c. PrePaid Account Funding Fee via IVR 
d. PrePaid Account Funding Fee via Live Operator 
e. Fees for Instant Pay Calls 

 
Answer: See contracts and amendments provided, and GTL (formerly Telmate) 

website. 
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purchasing@co.kitsap.wa.us 
  

Question 5. Please provide a copy of all current contracts and amendments pertaining to all 
services under this RFP. 

 
Answer: See contracts and amendments provided. 

 
Question 6. Please provide the commission percentage currently received on inmate telephone 

revenue. 
 

Answer: See contracts and amendments provided. 
 
Question 7. Please provide an average of monthly commissions received over the past year from 

the current vendor. 
 

Answer:  See answer to question 1.  There is no information regarding the 
Juvenile Detention Facility. 

 
Question 8. Please list all types of calls on which the County is currently paid commissions (e.g., 

local, in-state long distance, interstate, etc.) 

Answer: See documents provided. 

Question 9. Please provide a breakdown by housing unit of the inmate capacity and the number 
of phones each. The inmate capacity for each cell block is necessary for determining 
network requirements and charging stations needed to support the tablets. 

Answer: See section 3 of the Scope of Work which described current equipment 
and requested equipment. There is no additional information regarding 
the Juvenile Detention Facility.  

The jail has five pods, with four units in each pod. Currently, the County 
only uses four pods.  

Central pod (A, B, C, and D) has a total of 12 phones, three phones in 
each unit. The maximum capacity for Central A is 47. The maximum 
capacity for Central B, C, and D is 52 for each unit.  

Dorm Pod (A, B, C, and D) has a total of 12 phones, three phones in 
each unit. The maximum capacity for each unit is 54.   

East Pod  (A, B, C, and D) has a total of eight phones, two phones in 
each unit. The maximum capacity for each unit is 20.   

South Pod  (A (8), B (12), C (12), and D(8) has a total of eight phones, 
two phones in each unit. The maximum capacity in each unit is  20. 

West Pod (A, B, C, and D) has a total of eight phones, two phones in  
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each unit. The maximum capacity in each unit is 20. The west pod is 
currently not in use. However, we are requesting that services be made 
available to this pod in anticipation of future use. Eight phones, two in 
each unit. 

   Booking has 5 phones. There is no maximum capacity. 

Question 10. Please provide a breakdown of the inmate population, in percentages or actual 
numbers, by local, DOC, or other agency. 

Answer: Decline to answer.  

Question 11. In order to ensure a level playing field for all bidders, please confirm that the 
successful vendor must provide new equipment.  Also, please verify that this applies 
to both new potential bidders and the incumbent provider. 

Answer: Yes, new equipment must be provided by both new potential bidders 
and the incumbent provider. 

Question 12. Please provide the schedule in which the inmates have access to the inmate phones. 

 

Answer:  In the jail, the majority of the inmates have access to the inmate 
phones, kiosk, and tablets from 8:00 am to 10:30 pm subject to a 
variety of factors.  

 In the Juvenile Detention Facility, the juveniles have access to the 
phones Monday thru Friday from 4:30 pm to 9:00 pm and Saturday and 
Sunday from 9:00 am to 9:00pm.  

Question 13. What kind of wiring connects the existing visiting kiosks to the equipment room? 

Answer   The visiting device is wireless with wireless access to a switch room 
and then fiber to the main phone room. 

Question 14. Approximately how many remote video visits take place each month?  

Answer   See reports provided. 
 
Question 15. For the current inmate tablets program: 
 

a. Who is the tablet manufacturer?  
Answer: Vantron 
 
b. Do inmates share the tablets?  
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 Answer: Yes  

 
c. How do they check them out?  
Answer: First come first serve. 
 
d. Exactly what services and applications are offered on the tablets? 

 

Answer: There are numerous services and applications are offered to inmates via 
the tablets, including without limitation, the Law library, visitation scheduling, 
secure messaging, requests, grievances, the inmate handbook, dictionary, facility 
messages, and a variety of entertainment applications, Iheart radio, etc. 

 
e. Are the tablets interfaced with the JMS and for what purpose? 

Answer: No. 

 
f. Please provide all the rates and fees associated with the tablets.  

Answer: See reports provided. 

 
g. Please provide tablet usage reports for the past several months. 

Answer: See reports provided. 

Question 16. Please provide average monthly revenue data for any additional services offered 
under the current contract, such as voicemail, messaging and tablets.  

 
Answer:   See reports provided. 

 
Question 17. The evaluation criteria on RFP p. 8 allots 30 points to the “Cost of Service to Users”, 

but there is no mention of revenue shared with the County. How will the commission 
percentage offered to the County be evaluated?  

 
Answer:   Kitsap County is seeking the lowest overall cost to the inmates/families 

and will not subsidize any associated fees for services. It is the 
County’s desire to have a cost neutral program with only the necessary 
fees to be passed on to the inmate/families for the services being 
utilized. The County takes the economic interests of families and 
inmates seriously. While providing commission is an option, it is not a 
significant factor in the evaluation criteria.   
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Question 18. Some vendors provide alternate payment options, such as the ability to purchase a 
one-time phone call using a credit or debit card, without the necessity of setting up a 
prepaid account, and typically pay little to no commission on these calls. Will the 
County please confirm that vendors are required to pay the same commission 
amount for all calls, including premium, prepaid, debit and collect? 

 
Answer:  No, see answer to question 17.   

 
Question 19. After the first round of questions is answered, will the County accept additional 

questions if clarification is needed for any of the County’s responses? 
 
 Answer: Subject to the timelines provided in the RFP. 
 

Question 20. The current RFP schedule allows less than one business day between the date 
questions will be answered, and the date proposers must ship proposals to 
guarantee timely delivery. The answers to vendor questions will contain information 
that is critical to creating competitive offers, and to ensuring fair competition between 
the incumbent vendor (who already has access to this information) and all other 
proposers. Therefore, will the County extend the RFP due date to at least August 20, 
to allow one week between Q&A distribution and the shipping deadline? 

 
Answer: Yes, we will extend the due date to August 20, 2021. 

 
Question 21. Whether companies from Outside USA can apply for this?  
                     (like, from India or Canada). 
 

Answer: No, Due to the nature of this Solicitation Kitsap County will not be   
                      accepting responses from companies outside of USA. 

 
Question 22. Whether we need to come over there for meetings? 
  
                     Answer: Yes, attendance at the meeting is mandatory. 
 
Question 23. Can we perform the tasks (related to RFP) outside USA? 
                     (like, from India or Canada). 
                      
                      Answer: No, Due to the nature of this Solicitation Kitsap County                          

              will not be accepting responses from companies outside of USA. 
 
Question 24. Can we submit the proposals via email? 
 
                      Answer: No, responses will not be accepted vis email.  
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CONTRACTS/ AMENDMENTS/ REPORTS PROVIDED BELOW 
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